Ole War Skule Week
- Monday was the movie in Live Oak Lounge with about 20-30 people
- Tuesday was the push up competition and was successful
- Wednesday was the Persing Rifles demonstration and they double booked so we did a moment of silence. Also Tiger Tenors came out for the National Anthem
- Thursday was Campus wide Camo Day

Feedback
- Ribbon were successful
- People knew about it but it didn’t fully participate
- Walmart even put it on the TVs
- Events were as known
- Movie was interesting
- Posters with events? More visibility
- Was there confusion with Homecoming?
  - Happened with LSU Salutes and A&M to be more universal
  - Cadets also wanted this week instead of the spring
- Administration really liked it
- More Ribbons on the trees like in the Quad and Highland Road
- Adding a service project to it?

Holiday Shuttle
- Starts tomorrow (Nov. 26), return shuttle on Sunday
- Most people going to New Orleans
- Better efficiency this year, less money loss for SG
- $25 to BTR, $50 to New Orleans
- Parking and Family association is helping out with the funding
- Walk-ups are welcome at no extra cost
- In light of safety, Campus Transit is extending

US Education Forum
- White House is unveiling a score card for University to rank them over the newspaper to prevent any bribes for higher rankings
- It would value cost, graduates debt, graduate earning
  - Affordability, access, and outcomes
- This would be very positive for LSU
- Event at Lod Cook to voice opinions on the proposal
- John, Taylor, and Alex (Speaker of Senate) went and were able to speak
- Good opportunity for LSU to host and good exposure
- It went well
- A bunch of people from out of state came to it as well
- Smaller universities were concerned about the effects on them with a different atmosphere.
• Spring Semester Dates/ Reminders
  o 5:30 Wednesdays will still be Executive Meeting
  o Directors will be the first Wednesday of the month
  o Turn in event forms to Ashleigh so it can be on the Calendar to go out through SGV1 along with Minutes
  o You have to report to Senate 3 times
• Department Updates
  o Senate
    ▪ Trey and Alex can make a lot of meetings since they have to get ready for senate
    ▪ Chairs often have Rules or Leadership meetings
    ▪ Vice Chairs will probably end up coming
    ▪ Resolutions
      ▪ Can be helpful to get initiatives
      ▪ Handing a resolution to an administration carries weight
      ▪ It is better to do before rather than after
    ▪ SO Points
      ▪ If you have a list of people for SO points, forward to Alexande Deblieux
    ▪ Grad Cords
      ▪ When you graduate, if you spent 3 semesters in SG or held leadership position, you can have a cord at graduation
      ▪ You would have to purchase your own cords
    ▪ Smoke-Free Policy
      ▪ State passed a law that university have to Smoke free with the option to be tobacco free
      ▪ Survey was sent out about enforcement and preferences
      ▪ Please take it and share it
      ▪ Could the Reveille do the daily poll on it?
      ▪ Smoke zones won't happen since all of campus has to be smoke free
      ▪ Enforcement will be difficult. It may have to be self-enforcement and signage
      ▪ Tobacco-free would be for health reasons
      ▪ Senate Resolution will be coming in the Spring
    ▪ Senate in back in session Jan. 15
    ▪ Retreat will be Jan. 18
  o Academic- Elliot Thompson
    ▪ +/- Grading- Faculty still is in favor of it, but looking for compromise
      ▪ Provost and Vice Provost are delaying the decision. There are a lot of different positive things going on so
this may be postponed until next year in hopes of finding a middle ground

- Honor Code as a policy statement is being written. Once approved by administration to be integrated in the Code of Conduct
- **ASI- Jared Day**
  - Email about a textbook exchange website for different schools nationally
- **Attorney General- Robbie Mahtook**
  - Temp Gov Docs- election code is finished
  - Spring will start with the Bylaws
- **Athletics- Stan Kuffman**
  - Talk about raising tickets prices for regular tickets then late student prices, working to make sure student prices stay low
  - Talks about giving priority points for students how vote in the Spring Election
- **Communications**
  - Meeting was last Wednesday
  - Stan will be taking over communications
  - New Logo will be coming next semester
  - Instagram is up
  - Social media ideas? Talk to Stan or Taylor
  - Website will have a new update
- **Commissioner of Elections- Missy Wheeler**
  - There isn’t an official date for elections yet
- **Executive Director- Ashleigh Pichon**
  - No Report
- **External Affairs- Clayton Tufts**
  - Progress on Sponsors and keeping up communications
  - Improved communications
  - Possibly bringing sponsors to Baseball games
  - New sponsors are possible for the Spring
- **Finance- Hannah Faulkner**
  - Working with Arlette to get update spending reports
  - We have had done well with money this semester
- **FLC- Caitlin Jordan**
  - John and Taylor came to the last meeting which was really helpful
  - Starting brainstorming for the walk
  - Looking to keep up retention for Winter Break
  - Looking into partnering them with a senator to get their initiatives going
- **Programming- Chelsey**
  - Groovin’ is starting from scratch
  - The health aspect is being transformed into a more artistic
  - SOT has a new logo
- Adding a philanthropy to Groovin' for the Arts
- Finals Week Events- in the spring, programming will work with CAS, UREC, etc. to extend programs to dead week as well
- Want to count attendance with wristbands
- Talks about adding priority points to swipe ID to get numbers
- Student showcase of arts also at Groovin'
  - Both performance and art
  - Maybe donating art to sell and donate the funds
- Different reveal method with an art aspect like paint balloons
- Finals week this semester in the library
  - CAS is making a study tip fact sheet
  - With cookies and coffee
- Student Spotlight
- Flower headbands- Student run vendors at Groovin'
  - SSD- Christian Coleman
    - Pancake Breakfast to hand out Scantrons
      - Tuesday, Dec. 3: 10pm-12am
    - Career Services
      - Career Prep Shop possibly in the new Career Center/union
  - Transportation- Brendan Copely
    - Bike Auction Signs were on the Buses taped up. Looking into have permanent plastic sleeves to that we can slip flyers in and out
    - Great way to spread the word about SG events and happenings
    - Final draft of transportation fees survey, flyers are going up in the buses
      - 6 options to students
      - Adding buses to the fleet
      - Fee increases
      - Increase is needed to maintain the program
      - Ben Hurr is a more popular area
      - Nicholson is gaining more development
    - Looking to send out the link and encourage student to take the survey
    - Send an email out to all the presidents of the Greek Organizations and over SGV1
    - Broadcast over the
    - Resolution should be passed to help support it
    - John could also write something to supplement anything Senate does
  - President- John Woodard
    - LSU Athletics tried an Tradition Matters Campaign
      - There were still bad language
      - A lot of meetings that SG sat at the table for
• They are still planning on keeping the songs
• SG will be involved with it as it evolves

  Reveille Relationship
  • Every two weeks John will have a column to talk about what is going on campus
  • If you have issues that you think are important, email John to talk about it
  • This relationship and column is the first of its kind and hope to maintain it
  • Dr. Alexander is really helpful

  Search Committees
  • There are several committees and something there won’t be student representatives on these committees, but now there will be a student on every committee
  • VP of Finance for the university has 3 candidates and SG has been invited to sit down with these people
    o Vice President- Taylor Parks
      • New Logo
        • Looking into order new materials with new logo
        • Ordering koozies, pencils, apparel for SG Members
        • Will send out logo to exec for feedback